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STRICTLY CYCLIC BANACH REPRESENTATIONS NAIMARK
RELATED TO *-REPRESENTATIONS AND THEY ARE

*-REPRESENTATIONS

JAE CHUL RHO

1. Introduction.

In The first part of this note auther studied strictly cyclic Banach repre
sentations of Eanach *-algebra (or C*-algebra) Naimark-related to *-repre
sentations which is the weaker than the similarity problem, while in the
second part the auther considered when strictly cyclic Eanach representations
of a C*-algebra equal to *-representations, this is the stronger property
than the similarity. Throughout this note X will denotes a complex Eanach
space, B (X) the algebra of all bounded linear operators on X. A rpresen
tation 11: is always continuous and not *-preserving. A representation 11: : A
-+B(X) is said to be essential if for any ~EX the condition 11:(x)~=O for
all x E A implies ~=O. It is called strictly cyclic (resp. topologically cyclic)
if there is a vector ~o in X such that 11:(A)';o=X(resp. 11:(A)~o=X). A

representation is called topologically irreducible provided that the only closed
11:-invariant subspaces of X are to} and X, and it is algebraically irreducible
if the only 11:-invariant subspaces of X are to} and X.

2. Naimark-related problem for representations of a Banach
*-algebra.

DEFINITION 2.1. Let 11: : A-+B(X), <jJ: A-+B(X) be Banach representa
tions of a Banach *-algebra A. 11: and <jJ are said to be Naimark-related if
there exists a closed densely defined one-to-one linear operator U defined
in X with dense range in Y such that

(i) domain of U is 11:-invariant
(ii) <jJ(x) U~= U11:(x)~ for any ~Edomain of U and any xEA.

THEOREM 2.2. Let A be a Banach *-algebra, let 11: : A -+B (X) be a strictly
cyclic Banach representation with a strictly cyclic vector ~o in X. If there
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(2)

exists a state f on A with the following conditions:

(i) f(x*x)1/2~KI/1r(x)~oll (K>O) for all xEA

and (ii) {xEA: 1r(x)~o=O}= {xEA : f(x*x) =O}.

Then 1r is Naimark-related to a *-representation.

Proof. We define an inner product <, > in X=1r(A)~o by

f(y*x) =<1r(x)~o, 1r(Y)~o> (x, yEA).

According to a property of a state f(y*x) ~ f(y*y) f(x*x) and the condition
(ii) , it is easily shown that the inner product is well defined with the pro
perty that

(1) <1r(z)1r(x)~o, 1r(Y)~o>=<1r(x)~o, 1r(z*)1r(Y)~o>

for all ·x, y and Z in A.
We denote the inner product space (1r (A) ~o, < » by Ho. It is known

that every *-representation of a U*-algebra A on a pre-Hilbert space is
continuous and each 1r(z) (zEA) is also continuous on the pre-Hilbert
space. Furthermore, every complex Banach *-algebra is a U*-algebra ([8J,
proposition 5, Theorem 7). Thus 1r(z) EB(Ho) (zEA) and 1r: A-'tB(Ho)
is continuous. Let H be the completion of Ho and we define an operator
extension of 1r(z) (zEA) by

1r(z)~=lim 1r(z)~m {~,,} cHo and ~EH.
~,,-'t~

Then this extension is unique with the properties that

(3) 1/1r(z) 11 = 1I1r (z) 11, 1r(z) /Ho=1r(z) (zEA).

And also 1r(z) is a closed operator, whence (1r(z))*=1r(z)*EB(H).

Since 1r (z) * is a closed operator whether 1r (z) is closed or not, thus 1r (z) *
=1r(z)*. It follows that

(4) 1r(ZlZ2)~=1r(Zl)1r(Z2)~'

(1r(z)) *~=1r(z)*~=1r(z)*~=1r(z*)~ (~EH).

Now, we define n: : A-'tB(H) by

(5)

Then n: is the continuous *-representation of A on the Hilbert space H.

It remains to prove that 1r and 1t are Naimark-related. We define a linear
operator U: X-'tHo by U~=~ (~EX), then the domain U is X, range of
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U is dense in Hand U is one-to-one. For each ~E x, there is a sequence
{~n} in X such that U~n=~n-~ for X-norm. But by (i)

<11:(xn)~o-~, 11:(xn)~O-~>-f«xn-x) * (xn-x» :::;K21111:(xn)~o-~1I2.

This shows that X-norm limit can be con sidered as an H-norm limit. Thus
if ~n-~ and U~n-~ for the X-norm, then ~EX(=domainof U) and ue
=~EHoCH. Therefore U is a closed operator.

Furthermore, since

1E(x) Ue=11:(x)e= U11:(x)~ for any ~EX (xEA),

11: and 1E are Naimark-related. We have proved the Theorem.

In special case, if the equality f(X*X)l/2=1111:(x)~oll (xEA) holds in con
dition (i) of the Theorem 2. 2, we have a following stronger result.

PROPOSITION 2. 3. Let A be a Banach *-algebra, let 11: be a Banach re
presentation of A on a Banach space X with a striclty cyclic vector eo in X.

If there exist a state f on A such that

(i') f(X*X)1/2=1111:(x)eoll (xEA),

then X will be a Hilbert space in the same norm as the initial one, and 11: is a
*-representation of A on H.

REMARK. (a) Let A be a Banach *-algebra. A positive linear form f on
A is said to be a state if 1 is the minimum value of m such that

If(x) 12:::;mf(x*x) for all xEA.

(b) If A is a C*-algebra with unit e (11ell =1), then a positive linear
form f on A is a state if and only if 11 f 11 = 1.

For the proof, let f: A-C be a state, then

If(x) /2:::;mf(x*x) ~mllfllllx*xll=mllflltlxI12,

then

If(II:II) 12~mllfll (x::\=O), i. e. Ilfll:::;m.

Hence, if min {m: If(x) I2:::;mf(x*x) , xEA} =1 then Ilfll=1.

Conversely, suppose that Ilf 11 = 1. Since

If(x) 12~f(e)f(x*x)~ Ilfllllellf(x*x) =f(x*x) (xEA)

we have min {m: If(x) 12~mf(x*x), xEA} =1.
A subset {xEA: f(x*x) =O} of A is said to be the left kernel of the

state f.
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THEOREM 2.4. Let A be a C*-algebra with unit, let 1'C: A~B(X) be a
strictly cyclic Banach representation with a strictly cyclic vector ~Q in X. If
a subset {xEA : 1'C(x)~o=O} is a left kernel of a state f of A, then 1'C }s
Naimark-related to a *-representation n. (n is the *-represe~tation defined in
2.2).

Proof. We put J= {xEA : 1'C(x)~o=O}. J is a closed left ideal of A.
Define a map ifJ : AIJ~1'C(A)~o=X by ifJ(x+J) =1'C(x)~o, xEA. Then ifJ is
a bijection and continuous;the continuity from the quotient space AIJ follows
from the fact that

l/ifJ(x+J) 1/ =111'C(x+z)~oll, zEJ.:S: 111'Cllllx+zllll~oll, zEJ.

Hence lIifJ(x+J) II:S: 111'CIIII~ollllx+JIIQ (xEA), where 11· IIQ is the quotient
norm on AIJ. Therefore ifJ is a homeomorphism by the open mapping theorem,
whence there exist m>0 such that

IlifJ(x+J) 11=1I1'C(x)~oll;;::::mllx+JIIQ (xEA).

Since A is a C*-algebra, IIfll=l so we have following inequality

f(x*x) =inf f( (x+z) * (x+z)) :S:linfllx+zI12= IIx+JII2Q.
zeJ zEJ

It follows that

i. e. f(x*x) 1/2:S:KII1'C(x)~oll, (k= ~ ).

Therefore, by Theorem 2. 2, the conclusion follows.

LEMMA 2.5. Let A be a C*-algebra with unit, J a closed left ideal of
A such that AIJ= {x+J: xEA} is separable for the quotient norm. Then
there exists a state f on A such that

J= {xEA : f(x*x) =O}.

Proof. Let A += {x*x : xEA}, then the set A +nJ is a face in the positive
cone A+. For any xEAIJ, x*x;;::::O and x*xf£J. Applying the geometrlc
form of Hahn-Banach theorem to the fact A +nJ, we obtain a state f on A
such that

f=O on J, f(x*x) >0 (xEA) and fee) =1.

Since AIJ is separable, there exists a sequence {xn} in A such that fn IJ
=0, fn(xn*xn»O and fn(e) =1 (n=1, 2, ...).
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We put f= Id in f", then obviously f is a normalized state on A with

fl J=O. Moreover since J is a left ideal and If(y) 12 <S, f (y*y)f(e) holds
for any state f on A,

f(y*y) =O~y*yEJ~yEJ.

i. e. J= {xEA : f(x*x) =O}.

From the Theorem 2.4 and the Lemma 2.5, we have a following

COROLLARY 2. 6. Let A be a C*-algebra with unit, let 71: : A ---+B (X) be a
strictly cyclic Banach representation. If AjJ is separable for the quotient norm,
then 71: is Naimark-related to a *-representation, where J= {xEA : 7I:(x)~o=

O} and ~o is a strictly cyclic vector of 71:.

Also we have the following result:

COROLLARY 2.7. Let A be a separable C*-algebra with unit, let 71:: A
B (X) a strictly cyclic Banach representation. Then 71: is Naimark-related to a
*-representation of A on some Hilbert space.

2. 8. EXAMPLE. We illustrate that the conditions (i) , (ii) of the Theorem
2. 2 are resonable.

Let Ll be the set of all complex homomorphism of a commutative Banach
algebra A with identity. The formula x (h) =h(x) (hELl, xEA) assigns to
each x E A a function x : Ll-C. We call x the Gelfand transformation of
x. Let A= {x : xEA}. The Gelfand topology of Ll is the weak topology
induced by A. Obviously A cC (Ll), C (Ll) is the algebra of complex con
tinuous functions on Ll. The set Ll equipped with the Gelfand topology is
called the maximal ideal space of A; this is a compact Hausdorff space.

The Gelfand-Naimark theorem says that if A is commutative C*-algebra
with the maximal ideal space Ll, then the Gelfand transform A: A-Ac
C (Ll) is an isometric isomorphism of A onto C (Ll) which has the property
that (x*) /\ =i.

We define a representation 71:: A - B (A) of a commutative C*-algebra
with unit and with the maximal ideal space Ll on A by 71: (x) y=xy. Then 71:

is a continuous Banach representation with a strictly cyclic vector e (unit of
A).

Also we define a linear functional f: A-C by f(x) = JAxd/-l, where /-lIS a
positive regular Borel measure on Ll such that /-l (Ll) <s'1, supp J1= Ll.

Then f(y*x) = Lxy*d/-l = Li§d/-l
and f(x*x) =LlxI2dJ1=O~.i=O~x=O
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hold by the Gelfand-Naimark theorem. Therefore

{xEA :. It'(x)e=O} = {xE.A : f(x*x) =O} = {O},

and we can define an inner product <, > in A by

(x,y>-f(y*x) (x, yEA).

Furthermore,

f(x*x) 1/2= (fA Ix (h) I2d(h» 11 2:::;;max Ix(h) I =lIxll oo
heA

=llxll=lIlt'(x)ell (xEA).

i.e. f(x*x)l/2:::;;IIIt'(x)ell for all xEA.

In this case the extension 1t of It' is defined by It'(x)y=lim It'(x)yn=xy
y.-y

(yEH).
If It' : A~B(X) is an essential algebraically irreducible Banach represen

tation of a Banach *-algebra A on X, then every nonzero vector ~ in X is
strictly cyclic and the set {xEA: It'(x)~=O} is a maximal modular left
ideal.

Thus if there is a state f on A such that {xEA: It'(x)~=O} is the left
kernel of the state f, then It' is Naimark-related to a *-representation. The
converse of this statement is true ([4J, p. 9, Theorem 1).

3. Conditions for a strictly cyclic Banach representation to be a
*-representation.

Let A be a Banach *-algebra and f a state on A. f is said to be pure
if every state on A dominated by f is of the form }.f (0:::;;}.:::;;1).

3.1. THEOREM. Let A be a C*-algebra, It': A~B(X) a strictly cyclic
Banach representation with a strictly cyclic vector ~o in X. If there exists a
pure state f on A such that {xEA: It'(x)~o=O} is the left kernel of f, then
X is a Hilbert space in an equivalent norm and It' is a *-representation of A
on this Hilbert space.

Proof. M= {xEA : f(x*x) =O} is a closed left ideal of A, we define an
inner product on AIM= {x+M: xEA} by

(x+M, y+M) =f(y*x) (x, yEA).

Then Ix+MI f(x*x) 112 is a norm of x+ME AIM. This norm coincides with
the quotient norm IIx+MIIQ=inf {lIx+zll : zEM} on AIM ([16J, Theorem
1). Thus AIM is a Hilbert space for the norm 11 • IIQ' Define a map 1ft : AIM
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~1r(A)';o=X by rjJ(x+M) =1r(x),;o (xEA), then rjJ is bijection and con
tinuous. Therefore rjJ is a homeomorphism by the open mapping theorem,
whence two norms 11 . IIQ and the original norm of X are equivalent. Now,
we define a new norm 11·112 of X by 111r(x)';0112=llx+MIIQ (=-f(x*x) 11 2).
Then this is the induced norm by an inner product on X, that is, <1r(x)
';0, 1r(y)';o>=f(y*x). And, by definition, the norm 111r(x)~0112=f(x*x)1I2

on 1r (A) ~o=X is a Hilbert space norm. Obviously two norms 11 • 112 and the
original norm" . lion X are equivalent. We put (X, 11 . 112) =H, then by
proof of the Theorem 2.2, n=1r: A~B(H) is a *-representation.

3.2. LEMMA. Let A be a Banach algebra with unit e, Ilell=l. Let K be a
proper left ideal of A. Then there exists a maximal left ideal M containing
K.

Method of the proof is used a standard tool, we omit the proof. We
have also a following Lemma.

3. 3. LEMMA. Let A be a Banach algebra. A maximal left ideal M of A
is closed.

3.4. THEOREM. Let A be a C*-algebra with unit e, let n: A~B(X) be
a topologically irreducible Banach representation. If there is a strictly cyclic
vector ';0 of n in X, then X is a Hilberts pace H in an equivalent norm and
1r is a *-representation of A on H.

Proof. We put K= {xEA : 1r(x),;o=O} , then K is a closed left ideal of
A. We show that K is maximal. By Lemma 3. 2 and 3. 3, there exists a
msximal left ideal M of A such that Kr;;;.M=M. Let A/K be a quotient
space equipped with the quotient norm. A map rjJ : A/K ~1r (A) ~o=X, de
fined by rjJ(x+K) =1r(x),;o (xEA), is a homeomorphism.

Since M is closed in A, M/K is closed in A/K. Thus rjJ(M/K) =n(M)~o
is closed in X since rjJ is a homeomorphism.

And since

1r(x) rjJ(M/K) =1r (x) 1r(M)';or;;;.1r (M) ';0 = rjJ (M/ K) (xEA),

rjJ(M/K) is a closed 1r-invariant subspace of X. Hence we have

rjJ(M/K) =X=1r(A)~o=rjJ(A/K).

1. e. M/K=A/K or M=A, whence M=K.

Therefore, there exists a state f on A such that

K= {xEA : f(x*x) =O}, Ilfll=f(e) =1 ([13J, p.259, p.266).

This state f is also a pure state ([lJ, p. 463).
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It follows that there is a pure state f on A such that

{xEA: n'(x)';o=O} = {xEA : f(x*x) =O}.

Thus, by Theorem 3. 1, the conclusion follows.

The condition on existence of strictly cyclic vector ';0 in Theorem 3. 4
may be replaced by another condition. In general we· have a following fact:
Let X be a locally convex topological vector space over K(K=C or R) for
a topology .., let S be a convex subset of X, then S is ..-closed if and only
if it is weakly closed ([14J, p.158).

3.5. CoROLLARY. Let A be a C*-algebra with unit, let 10: A-B(X) be
topologically irreducible Banach representation. If there is a vector ';0 in X
and there exists a left ideal J of A such that 0 ='t= 10 (J)';o is weakly closed in
X, then the same conclusion follows as the Theroem 3. 4.

For a proof, since n'(J)';o is a linear subspace of X, it is convex. By the
above statement 10 (J)';o is weakly closed if and only if it is norm closed in
X. Thus n'(A)';o=X. Thus the result follows.

Now we are going to proove the following.

3.6. THEOREM. Let A be a C*-algebra with unit, 10: A-B(X) a Banach
representation with a strictly cyclic vector ';0 of 10.

If there exists a irreducible state f on A such that {xEA: n'(x)';o=O} is
the left kernel of this state f on A, then X is a Hilbert space in ran equiva
lent norm, f is a strictly pure state on A and 10 is an algebraically irreducible
*-representation of A on this Hilbert space.

In order to prove this theorem we have to add some definitions and pre
liminary subjects.

A positive sesquilinear form (PSE) cj; on a *-algebra A said to be adju
nctive if cj;(xy,z)=cj;(y,x*z) (x,y,zEA).

If f is a state on a *-algebra A, then the formula

cj;f(x, y) -f(y*x) (x, yEA)

defined an adjunctive PSF cj;f.
Let cj; be an adjunctive PSF on a *-algebra A and if

Nq,= {xEA : cj;(x, x) =O}

then Nq, is a left ideal of A. The quotient vector space Aq,=AINq, IS an
inner product space with inner product defined by

(Xq,IYif1) =cj;(x, y), where xif1=x+Nif1 (xEA).
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For each aEA, x",~(ax)", is a well defined linear map on the quotient
vector space A",; We denote it by the formula Tax",= (ax)",. Then this sa
tisfies (Tax", Iy",) = (x'" I Ta*y",).

A positive sesquiIinear form cjJ on a *-algebra A is said to be admissible
if (i) cjJ is adjunctive and (ii) for each a E A there exists a constant' K a:2: 0
such that cjJ(ax, ax) s KacjJ (x, x) for all xEA.

If cjJ is admissible PSF on a *-algebra A then Ta: A",~A", is continuous
linear map on the inner product space A",. The unique continuous extension
of Ta to the completion H", of A", will denote also by Ta' thus TaEB(H",).

Let A be a *-algebra. A representation a~TaEB(H,/) is said to be
*-representation determined by a admissible PSF cjJ on A. .

An admissible PSF cjJ on a *-algebra A is said to be strictly irreducible
if Hq.- "" 0 and if the *-subset {Ta: a E A} of B (H",) is striclty irreducible.

A state f on a *-algebra A is admissible if the adjunctive PSF <Pf dete
rmined by cjJf(x, y) =f(y*x) is admissible, and a state f is strictly irreduci
ble if the *-subset {TaEB(Hq..f) laEA} is strictly irreducible.. ,

We denote Hf=H</Jf' thus Nf= {xEA : f(x*x) =O} and Aj=AINf.

Let A be a Banach *-agebra. A positive form f on A is called strictly
pure if f is pure and the *-representation of A determined by f (or cjJf)

is strictly irreducible.

Proof of the Theorem 3.6. Since on a C*-algebra with unit every state
f is continuous and f is admissible ([14J, p.293). Therefore f is strictly
irreducible if and only if f is a pure state on A ([14J, Theorem 67.22),
in this case f is also a strictly pure state ([lJ, p. 460, Theorem 2. 1).
. Hence, by assumptions and Theorem 3. 1, X is a Hilbert space H in an
equivalent norm and n is a *-representation of A on H.

We put Nj={xEA :f(x*x)=O}, Af=AINj and IXjl=lx+Nfl=
f(x*X)1/2 (xEA). This norm I . I on Aj is a complete norm and the map
ifJ : Aj~n(A)';o=X defined by ifJ(Xj) =n(x),;o(xjEAj) is a homeomorphism.
And the *-subset {Ta: aEA} cB (Aj) (=B(Hf)) is strictly irreducible by
the hypothesis on f, where Ta is defined by Taxj= (ax)j, xfEAf'

Moreover since ifJ(Taxj) =ifJ(ax+Nf) =n(a)n(xH'o, we have

ifJ(Taxj) =n(a)ifJ(xj) (aEA, xfEAf)'

It follows that the *-subset {Ta: a E A} of B (Hf ) is ~strictly irreducible
if and only if n is algebriaically irreducible; for, if n(a)ScS for all aEA

then there exists a unique subset M of Aj such that ifJ (M) =S. Thus

n(a)ifJ(M) cifJ(M) ~ifJ(TaM)cifJ(M)~ TaMe M
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for all a EO: A, and obviously

M=Nf or Af if and only if S= to} or X.

Therefore 11: : A --+B (Hf) is an algebraically irreducible *-representation of A
on Hf, we put Hf=H, this completes the proof.
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